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Abstract Currently, there has been an increasing development in the area of
location-based service, ranging from resource tracking to personal life assistance.
An important query in this area is k nearest neighbor (kNN) query , which re-
trieves the top k nearest neighbors based on the user’s position. Although much
work has been conducted on this query type, most of these studies focus on the
ideal Euclidean plane where any two points are visible. In this paper, we formulate
the problem in the space with the presence of obstacles and propose a novel method
to efficiently process queries. We construct the grid-partition index based combined
with the obstructed voronoi diagram which can be effectively pre-computed. Fur-
thermore, several pruning methods are designed to search the nearest neighbor
based on the filter and refinement framework. Also, the kNN query is incremen-
tally evaluated based on our proposed model and index construction. Compared
to the R-tree based spatial search methods, the experimental results verify the
superior efficiency of our kNN query processing algorithms based on the real data
sets.

Keywords Nearest neighbor searching, Obstructed space, Location-based
service, Voronoi diagram

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been a growing requirement for location-based services,
involving larger spatial data sets and more efficient query algorithms. Consider the
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following scenario. A tourist in a car wants to find a few nearest gas-stations by
his GPS-equipped cell phone. The server maintains a spatial database on which
the query is processed and the query results are sent back to mobile devices after
the processing. This is a typical example of the k Nearest Neighbor Query (kNN
Query).

There has been considerable interest in the problem of processing the kNN
query. However, existing studies on kNN queries usually assume ideal Euclidean
spaces or road network spaces. No obstacles is considered and a straight route can
be taken between any two points in the data space. Unfortunately, this assump-
tion is not true in real scenarios. Considering a region that contains obstacles(eg,
buildings, lakes, forests, islands, etc.), one can not travel straightly if an obstacle
lies on the line to the destination. For an example about navigation monitoring,
a sailor may query k nearest marine facilities at sea while the route of the ship
can be blocked by the islands. For another example, a military exercise battlefield
may have some rivers, trenches, and defence walls. Tanks or soldiers can move
freely as long as the path is not blocked, and finding the k nearest targets requires
obstructed k nearest neighbor queries. Similar scenarios can be observed in many
applications such as location-based games, indoor tracking and intelligent robot
control. Especially for the virtual world simulation, k nearest neighbor searching
is quite commonly used for discovering the resources where the characters and
players are usually blocked by the obstacles. In addition, kNN query in such ob-
structed space is the basic tool to support advanced spatial data analysis such as
clustering and classification in the presence of obstacles.

The obstructed space is different from both the Euclidean space and the net-
work space. First, it considers the existence of obstacles that may block the straight
path from the query point to the data point and hence the Euclidean distance may
not reflect the real travelling distance. On the other hand, different from the net-
work space, it does not assume any underlying fixed network structure so the
objects can move freely. Therefore, the distance between two objects in an ob-
structed space should be recalculated as the obstructed distance, i.e., the shortest
path connecting two objects without crossing any obstacle. Obviously, in this kind
of obstructed space, special geometry features and novel index techniques are de-
sired to support spatial queries such as kNN searching. As the competitive method
proposed in [1], a fast filter is proposed to process only the data points and ob-
stacles relevant to the query in an incremental way and thus filters out a large
number of points and obstacles based on the underlying R-tree structure. In this
paper, we propose a different but more efficient framework based on the grid index
and obstructed voronoi diagram. Several novel pruning methods are proposed to
reduce the cost of processing the obstructed NN query. Therefore, the kNN query
can be furthermore evaluated based on the obstructed voronoi diagram neighbors.

Specifically, the main contribution of this work includes:

– The grid-partition index is proposed based on the obstructed voronoi diagram
to filter a large number of irrelevant objects.

– Based on the proposed index structure, several pruning methods are designed
to search the nearest neighbor based on the filter and refinement framework.

– The kNN query is incrementally evaluated based on the obstructed voronoi
diagram neighbors.
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– The method is evaluated by experiments and the results verify that our method
outperforms the existing technique.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The related work is de-
scribed in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce the preliminaries relative to ob-
structed spaces. Section 4 describes the proposed nearest neighbor searching model
and methods. We extend the scenario to the k nearest neighbor searching in sec-
tion 5. The experimental studies are presented in Section 6. Finally, the work is
concluded in Section 7.

2 Related work

In this section, we briefly review existing works related to kNN queries and tech-
niques for handling obstructed spaces.

2.1 Algorithms for kNN

kNN queries in the Euclidean space and road network have been studied exten-
sively [2–4]. Most of the existing studies propose to construct indexes that store
the locations of the indexed objects, among which R-tree and its variants [5,6]
are widely used. Queries based on R-trees are performed in a branch-and-bound
manner using the depth-first or the best-first traversing strategies. Different from
such object-based indexing framework, some other works [7] propose to utilize the
solution-based NN searching by indexing the pre-computed solution space. Note
that since the solution space typically consists of complex shapes, a larger index
size may be incurred. Recently, Sharifzadeh et al. [8] proposed VoR-tree which in-
tegrated pre-computed voronoi diagram information into traditional R-tree index
structure. By combining the object-based and solution-based methods, VoR-tree
can be more efficient for a variety of spatial queries such as kNN queries.

Moving k Nearest Neighbor(mknn) query is considered as an important issue in
this area. This query aims to retrieve the nearest neighbors while the query point
moves. In [10], a sample based approach is proposed. By retrieving redundant data
entries and caching, this approach greatly reduces the cost of query re-evaluation.
Also, the kth-order Voronoi Diagram(kVD) in [11] yields continuous answers while
the query point moves. The trajectory based approaches in [12] and [13] assumes
a linear trajectory of the query point. They construct the safe region by finding
the earliest point on the trajectory which has different kNNs compared with the
current one. The Incremental Rank Updates(IRU) approach proposed in [14] in-
crementally computes a neighboring nVD cell of the current cell. The nVD cell is
corresponding to the current order of the distances to each object. When the query
point crosses the border of the cell, the corresponding bisectors are recalculated
to form the new cell. Nutanong et al. [15] proposed the V* Diagram approach by
using auxiliary x objects in addition to the k neighbors to form a reasonable safe
region. The longest distance to the query point among the x + k objects is used
as a boundary to form an elliptic safe region. The relative object is affirmed to
be in the (x + k)NN neighbors when the query point stays in the corresponding
safe region. The V* Diagram supports the variation of k and performs well in the
space without obstacles.
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2.2 Algorithms for handling obstacles

In Computational Geometry [16], the path problems in obstructed spaces are ex-
tensively studied. Given a set O of obstacles, the shortest path between a source
point ps and a destination point pd can be found by creating the visibility graph

of the whole plane. Lozano et al. [17] proved that the shortest path between the
source point and the destination point can be solved in the visibility graph by any
conventional shortest path algorithm [18,19]. Sharir and Schorr [20] proposed an
efficient algorithm that reduces the total cost of the shortest path searching to
O(v2 log v), where v is the total number of involving obstacle vertices .

Zhang et al. [21] first proposed the obstructed NN (ONN) query that can find
top-k points in a data set with the largest distances to a specified query point
q in an obstructed space. As a competitive method of our work, Xia et al. [1]
furthermore proposed an efficient ONN algorithm that processes only the data
points and obstacles relevant to the query in an incremental way and thus filters
out a large number of points and obstacles. This algorithm is based on the R-
tree structure and best-first searching methods as well. In a recent work, Gao et
al.[22] studied the obstructed reverse kNN problem, and an R-tree based processing
framework is discussed. Because reverse kNN searching is essentially different from
kNN searching, the proposed solutions can not be applied into our problem.

In addition, some work studied the moving or continuous nearest neighbor
queries in obstructed spaces. Gao et al. [23] handled the Continuous obstructed
kNN in the special scenario when the query point q moves on a given line seg-
ment. To deal with the obstacles, a novel concept of control points is proposed.
Furthermore [24] extends the techniques proposed in [23] and gives some analysis.
For [23][24], the goal is to divide a given trajectory into different intervals. Dur-
ing each interval, the obstructed k-NN results remain the same. So the key point
is how to define the split points. Note that during this process, only some snap-
shot obstructed kNN queries will be incurred when calculating split points. Once
snap-shot obstructed kNN queries are needed, BF-first search based on R-tree is
called. Li et al. [25] studied the problem of evaluating moving obstructed kNN in a
space where the possible trajectory of the query object is not given. Effective safe-
region based methods are proposed to avoid redundant computation.The concern
is how to dynamically calculate a safe region according to the current position
of query point and ensure that the results remain same during this region. Once
the boundary of the region is crossed, a new safe region will be calculated and a
snap-shot obstructed kNN query is needed. In conclusion, the focus in this paper is
to improve the efficiency by combining object-based indexing and solution-based
indexing for the underlying obstructed snap-shot query, which is a more funda-
mental problem. And our framework can replace R-tree based best-first searching
as one basic step in continuous obstructed kNN queries.

In the space with obstacles, another class of queries are visible kNN queries.
Totally different from obstructed queries, visible kNN queries only consider k near-
est data objects which are not blocked by any obstacles instead of calculating
obstacle-avoiding distance. In [26] and [27], the continuous visible k nearest neigh-
bor (CVNN) queries are formulated and efficient algorithms for CVNN query pro-
cessing are proposed, assuming that both data points and obstacles are indexed
by R-trees. In addition, several variations of the CVNN query are discussed. The
reverse visible k-nearest neighbor queries are proposed in [28] and [29], which
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employ half-plane property and visibility check to prune the search space and
thus reduces the preprocessing time. In a recent work [30], All-Visible-k-Nearest-
Neighbor (AVkNN)is proposed. Given a data set P , a query set Q, and an obstacle
set O, an AVkNN query retrieves visible k nearest neighbors in P for each point
in Q . Several efficient algorithms for AVkNN retrieval and pruning techniques
are employed. Because visible queries do not involve any obstacle-avoiding path
computation, the solutions for visible queries can not be suitable for obstructed
queries.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Visibility graph and obstructed distance

In this paper, without loss of generality, we shape the obstacles into the line
segments and the data points are assumed to have no overlap with the obstacles.
Note that the line segments can construct any polygon obstacles, so our proposed
methods are suitable for other obstructed regions.

Definition 1. The set of obstacles: SB = {B1, B2, ...,Bm}, where for any i ∈
[1,m], Bi = Bi1Bi2 and Bi1 is one endpoint with the coordinate (xi1 , yi1).

Definition 2. The set of data points: SP = {P1, P2, ..., Pn}, where for any
i ∈ [1, n], Pi exists in the obstructed space with the coordinate (xPi

, yPi
) and

Pi

⋂

Bj = φ(i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1,m]).

Definition 3. Visibility Graph. To help explain the visibility graph in the ob-
structed space R2, we first introduce the notion of the visibility polygon, denoted
by Visible(Pi), with respect to the point Pi. Visible(Pi) is the set of points that
are visible from Pi. The word ”visible” here means that points are not shielded by
any obstacles. Visible(Pi) can be mathematically defined by

Visible(Pi) = {P ′ ∈ R2 | ∀Bk ∈ B, P ′Pi

⋂

Bk = φ}

where P ′Pi means the line segment connecting the point Oj and the point Pi,
P ′Pi

⋂

Bk = φ means any line segment P ′Pi does not intersect with the obstacle
Bk.

An illustration of Visible(Pi) is shown in Figure 1. The gray line segments
B11B12 and B21B22 are obstacles. The two points P1 and P2 are object points.
The gray area and the area with bevel lines indicate the visibility polygons with
respect to P1 and P2 respectively.

In the region S = R2, the distance between two points is not necessarily a
straight line. The obstructed path (denoted as pobs(Pi, Pj)) between two points Pi

and Pj consist of the line segments which are the possible continuous paths that
connect the two points and do not pass through any obstacle. And dobs(Pi, Pj)
is used to denote the distance of pobs(Pi, Pj). In Figure 1, the paths pobs(P1, P2) be-
tween two points P1 and P2 with obstacles B11B12 and B21B22 can be {P1B11, B11P2},
{P1B12, B12B22, B22P2} and so on.

The shortest path can be constructed based on a visibility graph. The ver-
tex set of a visibility graph consists of all the object points and all the obsta-
cle vertices. The edge set of a visibility graph contains all the links (line seg-
ments) between mutual visible vertices. A visibility graph example is illustrated
in Figure 1, where the object points set P = {P1, P2}, the obstacle vertexes set
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Fig. 1 Visibility graph

V(O) = {B11, B12, B21, B22} and the visible lines between them constitute the
visibility graph. Specifically, the visibility graph can be defined as follows:

V isG(Sp) = (V,E) with
V = {all the object points and obstacle vertexes}

E = {{P,Q} | P, Q ∈ V, the line segment PQ does not cross any obstacle }
Definition 4. Obstructed Minimum Distance. The shortest path distance of

the visibility graph constructed by Pi and Pj is called the obstructed minimum
distance of Pi and Pj denoted as dONN (Pi, Pj). We illustrate dONN (P1, P2) which
consists of three line segments {P1B12, B12B21, B21P2} in Figure 1.

3.2 Voronoi diagrams with obstacles

Definition 5. Obstructed bisector. To help explain the voronoi diagrams with ob-
stacles, we first introduce the obstructed bisector between Pi and Pj, denoted by
b(Pi, Pj) which is a boundary dividing the plane into sides. In one side, the dis-
tance of each location to one point is shorter than or equal to the other point. The
bisector of Pi and Pj is formally defined as:

b(Pi, Pj) = {m | ∀Xi ∈ R2, Pi, Pj ∈ SB , dONN (m, Pi) = dONN (m, Pj)}
Based on the definition of b(Pi, Pj), we define that

D(Pi, Pj) = {m | ∀m ∈ R2, Pi, Pj ∈ Sp, dONN (m, Pi) 6 dONN (m, Pj)}
which indicates the region that Pi dominates Pj , meaning that the points

in D(Pi, Pj) have shorter distances to Pi than to Pj. The plane is divided by
b(Pi, Pj) into two half planes, D(Pi, Pj) and D(Pj, Pi). D(Pi, Pj) is mentioned as
dominate region of Pi over Pj .

We illustrate b(P1, P2) which consists of a series of line segments b(Pi, Pj) =

{
7
⋃

i=1
XiXi+1} in Figure 2. In the area of Visible(P1)

⋂

Visible(P2), the bisector

segment X1X2 is a straight line. In other areas, the bisector segments degenerate
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to a series of linked hyperbolic arcs. For instance, the bisector segment X2X3 is
derived as follows.

In the region R2, we take a point X(xθ, yθ) which satisfies
∣
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And furthermore, in the form of polar coordinates,
xθ = (x − xP1+xP2

2 ) cos θ + (y − yP1+yP2

2 ) sin θ

yθ = (xP1+xP2

2 − x) sin θ + (y − yP1+yP2

2 ) cos θ

where cos θ = xP1−xP2
∣
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, and xP1 means the horizontal ordi-

nate of point P1.
Theorem1. The obstructed bisector between two points consists of line seg-

ments and a series of linked hyperbolic arcs or is only linked with hyperbolic arcs
or is only linked with segments.

Proof. According to the previous analysis, we can infer the above theorem. If
there exists an area that intersects both the two points’ visible areas, the bisector
consists of line segments. Otherwise, the bisector segments degenerate to a series
of linked hyperbolic arcs. If there is not any obstacle between the two points, their
bisector is only linked with segments.

Example. In Figure 2, b(P1, P2) = {
7
⋃

i=1
XiXi+1} is composed of line segments

and a series of hyperbolic arcs. For example, X1X2 is visible to two points P1

and P2, and one hyperbolic arc X2X3 is only visible to the point P2. The three
hyperbolic arcs X3X4, X4X5, X5X6 are all invisible to the two points, X6X7 is
only visible to the point P1, and X7X8 is visible to two points P1 and P2.

Definition 6. Voronoi diagram cells with obstacles. A voronoi diagram cell of
data point Pi, denoted as cell(Pi), consists of a series of bisectors around the
point Pi, which can be mathematically defined by cell(Pi) = {x | x ∈ R2, Pj ∈
SP , dONN (x,Pi) 6 dONN (x, Pj)}.

It can be inferred that the points in cell(Pi) are closer to point Pi than to any
other point of SP .

Theorem2. The obstructed plane R2 is tessellated into several cells: cell(P1), cell(P2), ..., cell(Pn)
by the data points P1, P2, ..., Pn, and these cells have the following properties:

(1)
n
⋃

i=1
cell(Pi) = R2

(2) For all x ∈ cell(Pi), i 6= j, dONN (x,Pi) 6 dONN (x, Pj), and we take ′ =′ if
and only if x ∈ b(Pi, Pj)

Proof:
(1) Due to each cell’s seamless connection, the union of them is the whole space

region.
(2) From the definition of cell, one point in a cell is closer to the cell’s data

point than any other data points. If and only if the point is on the bisector, the
distances between the point and the two data points are the same respectively.
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An illustration of the above theorem is shown in Figure 2. The cell of data
point P2 namely cell(P2) consists of V1V2, V2V3, V3V4, V4V5, V5V6, V6V7, V7V1.

x1

x2

x3
x4

x5

x6

x7

P1

B11

B12

B22

B21

P3

P4

P5

q

v1

v2

v3

v4
v5

v6

v7

P2

G22

x8

Fig. 2 Obstacle Voronoi Diagram

Definition 7. Voronoi diagrams with obstacles. In the obstructed space R2, the
voronoi diagrams with obstacles consist of each data point in the space and their
corresponding cells.

3.3 BF-kNN in obstructed space

KNN problems have been studied extensively. Most of the proposed algorithms use
spatial indexes, among which R-tree and its variants are very popular. An R-tree is
a height-balanced tree, in which each node v corresponds to a minimum bounding
rectangle(MBR) that contains all data objects in the sub-tree rooted at v. For
kNN search algorithms, the best-first searching is widely used, which maintains
a priority queue with entries being visited. The queue elements are sorted in the
increasing order of their minimum distance from the query point. The entry with
the smallest minimum distance is visited first.

Assuming, for simplicity, the retrieval of a single neighbor(k = 1)in Figure
3, we illustrate the general idea of obstructed kNN algorithm based on the best-
first traversal of R-tree. First the Euclidean nearest neighbor of q (object a) is
retrieved from P using an incremental algorithm and dobs(a,q) is computed. Due
to the Euclidean lower-bound property, objects with potentially smaller obstructed
distance than a should be within Euclidean distance dEmax = dobs(a, q). Then, the
next Euclidean neighbor f within the dEmax range is retrieved and its obstructed
distance is computed. Since dobs(f, q) < dobs(a, q), f becomes the current NN
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dobs(a,q)

dobs(f,q)

q

Fig. 3 fig:Best first kNN example

and dEmax is updated to dobs(f, q). The algorithm terminates when there is no
Euclidean nearest neighbor within the dEmax range.

R-tree is widely used to index data points in Euclidean space, while if obsta-
cles exist, the efficiency problem is still a serious concern. That is because com-
puting the length of obstacle-avoiding path is quite time-consuming, which runs
in O(v2logv) time and uses O(v2) space in the worst case based on the visibility
graph, where v is the total number of involving obstacle vertices. Employing R-
tree still incurs a large number of such computation. In order to improve efficiency,
we propose to first pre-compute Voronoi diagrams with obstacles which is irrel-
ative to the query point and will not incur any running costs. In this way, some
obstacle-avoiding path information has been recorded and the execution efficiency
will be greatly improved once the query is issued. Note that R-tree based struc-
ture can not effectively conduct similar pre-computation. Furthermore, we utilize
a grid-partition structure to efficiently index associated cells and several pruning
methods are proposed to avoid extra length evaluation. And therefore, the overall
running costs can be greatly reduced. Although our framework outperforms R-
tree in running costs. Note that but our framework assumes the data objects are
static so that the pre-computation results can be utilized. R-tree based variants
can efficiently conduct the case when data objects are dynamically updated. We
will introduce the proposed processing methods in the next section.

4 Efficient Nearest Neighbor Searching

4.1 Gird-Partition Index

In order to improve the efficiency of the nearest neighbor search, we first propose to
partition the space into grids with the same size. For each grid denoted as Gij , the
voronoi cells overlapping this grid and some bound information are pre-computed
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and recorded. We assume each grid is shaped as a square. Once the number of the
grids denoted as m is defined, the size of each grid can be defined. A larger m will
incur a higher index-construction cost but a lower search cost. We define a parame-
ter α = n/m, where n is the number of data objects, to reflect the trade-off require-
ments between index spatial costs and search time costs. m can be given by users
according to different preferences. For example, in Fig. 3, according to α and n,
the grid-partition index can be constructed. For the grid G22, we first define those
cells which overlap with the grid, namely Cell(P1), Cell(P2), Cell(P3), Cell(P4)
and Cell(P5). And the data associated with these overlapping cells namely P1,
P2, P3 ,P4 and P5 are recorded.

4.2 Efficient Nearest Neighbor Queries

Based on the grid-partition index, we propose a pruning-refinement framework
which is composed of four key steps. First, we can quickly locate the grid which
the query point lies in. (e.g. G22 in Fig.3). Second, we retrieve the corresponding
points associated with recorded cells which overlap with the grid. (e.g. P1,P2,P3,P4

and P5 associated with G22 in Fig.3 as the candidate. Furthermore, we propose
several pruning techniques to filter the candidates based on some special case and
bound information. And finally, the refinement over the candidates is conducted.
Next, we will explain the four steps in detail one by one.

(1) GetGrid(q) returns the grid of the query point in the grid-partition index
by computing the coordinates x and y of q and the grid’s width and height. As
illustrated in Figure 2, the grid of the query point q is G22.

(2) GetCellCandi(GetGrid(q)) returns the corresponding points associated
with recorded cells which overlap with GetGrid(q) in grid-partition index. We
give Theorem 3 to prove this step can produce a candidate set.

Theorem3. Given a query q, its nearest neighbor is definitely in GetCellCandi(GetGrid(q)).

Proof. According to the property of voronoi diagram with obstacles, p is the
nearest neighbor of q if and only if q is in Cell(p). Because q in known to be in
GetGrid(q), it can be inferred Cell(p) must overlap with GetGrid(q). The theorem
is proven.

In Fig.3, GetCellCandi(GetGrid(q)) namely GetCellCandi(G22) returns {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5}.

(3) Pruning. In this paper, we present several pruning methods which can be
cooperatively utilized. The proposed pruning methods consider different features
of obstructed space.

Pruning1. Pruning By No Obstacle

Theorem4. Without obstacles between q and Pi, we can prune those points
whose Euclidean distance is larger than the distance dmin between q and Pi. Under
the circumstances of existing obstacles, those points are pruned by the point Pi

because their Euclidean distances are larger than the obstructed distance between
q and Pi with algorithm1.

Proof. The Euclidean distance between two points is not larger than their
obstructed distance. If the Euclidean distance between q and another point p′ is
larger than the distance between q and p, and the obstructed distance is larger
than their Euclidean distance, the distance between q and p is smaller. So the
point p′ can be pruned and the theorem is proven.
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Algorithm 1: Pruning 1: Pruning By No Obstacle

Input : Pcandi(Gij)
Output: the possible result Pc

dmin = d(q, P1);1

foreach item Pi in Pcandi do2

if getObstacle(Pi) == Φ then3

di = getDis(q, Pi);4

if di < dmin then5

dmin = di;6

end7

else8

Pc ← Pc − {Pi};9

end10

end11

else12

di = getDis(q, Pi);13

if di < dmin then14

continue;15

end16

else17

Pc ← Pc − {Pi};18

end19

end20

end21

return Pc;22

P1

P2

B11

B12

B22

B21

P3

P4

P5

qG22

Fig. 4 Pruning by no obstacle example

In the algorithm1, getDis(q, Pi) calculates the Euclidean distance between q
and Pi, and the final ′else′ means that the points whose Euclidean distances to q
are larger than those without obstacles will be pruned.

An example is illustrated in Figure 4. The Euclidean distance between q
and P2 is smaller than those distances between items from the candidate set
{P1, P3, P4, P5} and q. Moreover there are no obstacles between q and P2. There-
fore P2 is the nearest point to q.

Pruning2. Pruning By Cell Border Min
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Theorem5. If the obstructed distance between q and Pi is smaller than the
shortest distance between Pi and the cell’s border, Pi is the nearest neighbor with
algorithm2.

Proof. If one point and q are both in the same cell, the distance between the
point and q may be smaller than the minimum distance between q and the cell’s
border. Conversely, if the distance between one point and q is smaller than the
minimum distance between q and the cell’s border, the point is definitely in the
cell.

Algorithm 2: Pruning 2: Pruning By Cell Border Min

Input : Pcandi(Gij)
Output: the possible result Pc

foreach item Pi in Pcandi do1

dmin = getObsDis(q, P1); dONNmin
= getDisToCellmin(Pi);2

dOi
= getObsDis(q, Pi);

if dOi
< dONNmin

then3

Pc ← Pc; break;4

end5

else6

if dmin > dOi
then7

dmin ← dOi
;8

end9

else10

Pc ← Pc − {Pi};11

end12

end13

end14

return Pc;15

In the algorithm2, getObsDis(q,Pi) calculates the obstructed distance between
q and Pi, and getDisToCellmin(Pi) returns the smallest distance between Pi and
the border of its cell.

As an example in Figure 5, the obstructed distance between the query point
q and the data point P2 is smaller than the smallest distance between P2 and its
cell’s border. Therefore P2 is the nearest point to q.

P1

P2

B11

B12

qd O N N m i n d O N N ( q ,
P2

)
G22

Fig. 5 Pruning by cell border min example
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Pruning3. Pruning By Cell Border Max

Theorem6. If the obstructed distance between q and Pi is larger than the
largest distance between Pi and the cell’s border, Pi is definitely not the nearest
neighbor with algorithm3.

Proof. According to the assumption, if the distance of q and Pi is larger than
the largest distance, q is definitely out of scope of the cell of Pi. Consequently, Pi

can not be the nearest neighbor of q .

With its pseudo-code depicted in Algorithm3, getObsDis(q,Pi) also calculates
the obstructed distance between q and Pi, and getDisToCellmax(Pi) returns the
largest distance between Pi and its cell’s border.

Algorithm 3: Pruning 3: Pruning By Cell Border Max

Input : Pcandi(Gij)
Output: the possible result Pc

foreach item Pi in Pcandi do1

dmax = getObsDis(q, Pi); dONNmax = getDisToCellmax(Pi);2

dOi
= getObsDis(q, Pi);

if dOi
> dONNmax then3

Pc ← Pc − {Pi};4

end5

else6

if dmin > dOi
then7

dmin ← dOi
;8

end9

else10

Pc ← Pc − {Pi};11

end12

end13

end14

return Pc;15

x3
x4

P2

B22

B21

P3

q

v1

v2

v3

v4
v5

v6

d O N N m a xd O N N ( q ,
P2) G12

Fig. 6 Pruning by cell border max example

Take the case depicted in Figure 6 as an example. The query point q is in
the grid of G12, and the obstructed distance between q and the data point P2 is
larger than the largest distance between P2 and its cell’s border. Therefore P2 is
definitely not the nearest point to q.
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The above three methods are designed to reduce the calculation cost. After the
pruning process, the refinement process is conducted.

(4) Refinement. We sort the candidates in ascending order of their Euclidean
distance to q. Then we take the first item out, and check if its obstructed distance is
smaller than the second item’s Euclidean distance. If so, the first item is the result.
However, if not, we check if it is smaller than the second’s obstructed distance. If
so, it is also the result, while if not, we can only compare their obstructed distances.
The process proceeds until we find the result.

Algorithm 4: Efficient NN searching

Input : query point q, data point set Sp, obstacle set SB

Output: the nearest neighbor Pc

Pc ← Φ, Pcandi ← Φ, Lcandi ← Φ, flagOfONN = FALSE;1

Gij ← getGrid(q);2

Pcandi ← getCellCandi(Gij );3

Lcandi ← Pcandi;4

Lcandi ← sort(Lcandi);5

em ← getF irstEtem(Lcandi);6

while flagOfONN(em) 6= TRUE do7

if getObstacle(q, em) ⊆ getObstacle(em) then8

if dEU (q, em) < dONNmin(em) then9

Pc ← em;10

break;11

end12

else13

if dEU (q, em) > dONNmax(em) then14

Remove(em);15

continue;16

end17

else18

if dONN (q, em) < dEU (q, em+1) then19

Pc ← em;20

break;21

end22

else23

flagOfONN(em)← TRUE;24

insertAsONN(em);25

continue;26

end27

end28

end29

end30

else31

Remove(em);32

continue;33

end34

m + +;35

end36

return Pc;37

Putting the above analysis together, we conclude with the algorithm4. The
algorithm describes the efficient nearest neighbor searching in the obstacle space
where flagOfONN marks the data point that has been searched and insertAsONN(em)
puts em into the list again sorted with the obstructed distance. sort(Lcandi) con-
structs the list of candidates sorted in the ascending order of the Euclidean dis-
tance. The loop will not be broken until the result is found or the first flagOfONN ==
TRUE point is searched.
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4.3 Cost Analysis

Our index construction contains two steps. The first step is to construct the voronoi
diagram with obstacles, which will incur O(nlogn) time and O(n) space, where
n is the number of data objects. The second step is to construct our proposed
grid-partition index, which will incur O(cm) time and O(cm) space, where m is
the number of partitioned grids, and c is the voronoi cell number overlapping with
a grid. Note that a larger m will incur a higher index-construction cost but a lower
search cost.

For the NN query, due to the grid-partition indexing, the time-complexity
to filter and verify the candidate set is O(clogc), c is the voronoi cell number
overlapping with the defined grid. But in the worst case(no filter condition works
and all data points in the candidate are blocked by the obstacles with regard to
q), computing the length of obstacle-avoiding path for each candidate point incurs
O(v2logv) time, where v is the total number of involving obstacle vertices. So in
the worst time, the total time complexity is O(v2clogvlogc).

5 Efficient k Nearest Neighbor Searching

In this section, we extend the algorithm to the scenario when k > 1.
kNN searching in obstacle space is a retrieval of k (> 1) nearest neighbors.

If k = 1, then the result is simply assigned to query q’s nearest neighbor (which
we have mentioned in the previous section). In the case of k > 1, because kNN
searching is acquired incrementally, we assume that the previous k−1 results have
been derived, and they are denoted as r1, r2, r3, ...rk−1. Then the k-th result must
be in the set made up of voronoi neighbors of r1, r2, r3, ...rk−1.

Without loss of generality, we take the 2 − NN for example. Assume the
2 − NN is not retrieved from the NN ’s neighbors. We illustrate our proof in
Figure 7. From Figure 7, we find out that the NN is the point P2, so voronoi
neighbors of NN ’ are {P1, P3, P4, P5, P6}. We assume the point P7 is the 2−NN .
The obstructed distance dONN (q, P7) is depicted by the segment P10q. From the
above theories, P10q is definitely across a cell (e.g., point P3’s cell), and the cell
is one of the NN ’s neighbors’ cells. Then we take any point (e.g.,P ) in the P3’s
cell. From the definition of cells, we realize that dONN (P, P3) 6 dONN (P, P10)
and thus dONN (P10, P ) + dONN (P, q) > dONN (P3, P ) + dONN (P, q). Because of
dONN (P3, P ) + dONN (P, q) > dONN (P2, q) and the transmission of inequality,
we infer dONN (P10, q) > dONN (P3, P ) + dONN (P, q). So we infer one point P3 is
nearer than P10 to q. Therefore, we reach a contradictive conclusion. For other val-
ues of k, we can infer the conclusion in the incremental way. So the k-th is among
the candidates composed of voronoi neighbors from the previous k − 1 results.

In the kNN searching with algorithm5, the basic operation insertNextNeighbors()
inserts points into the candidate list, and these points are voronoi neighbors of the
preceding results which are not searched before.

Figure 7 illustrates our efficient 3-NN searching framework in the obstructed
space. It starts with the grid that contains the searching query point q. There
are several voronoi cells covering the grid. So we record these cells’ data points
sorted in Euclidean distance ascending order, namely {P2, P4, P1, P3}. Then we
get the first item P2 that is nearest to q with Euclidean distance. Because there
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are no obstacles between q and P2, P2 is the nearest neighbor to q and we mark
P2. Next, we put the new neighbors of P2 into the list: {P5, P6} and update the
list to {P5, P3, P4, P1, P6}. The previous cycle is repeated and the list is updated
to {P4, P1, P7, P3, P6} with 2-NN {P2, P5}. Next we take out the head of the
list, namely P4, and P4 satisfying getObstacle(q, P4) ⊆ getObstacle(P4). But the
obstacle distance between q and P4 is larger than the Euclidean distance of the
next item P1. So P4 is inserted into this list again with its obstacle distance, and
the list is updated to {P1, P4ONN

, P7, P3, P6}. The next cycle is started at taking
out P1. Then we find out that P1 has to be inserted into the list which is then
updated to {P4ONN

, P7, P3, P6, P1ONN
}. Eventually, P4ONN

becomes the head of
the list again, and it’s marked with the obstructed distance. Therefore, P4 is the
third nearest neighbor to q and we can draw the conclusion that the 3-NN is
{P2, P5, P4}.

Algorithm 5: Efficient kNN searching

Input : query point q, data point set Sp, obstacle set SB

Output: k nearest neighbors set Pc

Pc ← Φ, Pcandi ← Φ, Lcandi ← Φ;1

flagOfONN = FALSE, count = 0;2

Gij ← getGrid(q);3

Pcandi ← getCellCandi(Gij );4

Lcandi ← Pcandi;5

Lcandi ← sort(Lcandi);6

while count < k do7

if em.flagOfONN = TRUE then8

count + +;9

countinue;10

end11

else12

if getObstacle(q, em) = Φ then13

Pc ← Pc

⋃

em;14

count + +;15

countine;16

end17

else18

if dEU (q, em) < dONNmin(em) then19

Pc ← Pc

⋃

em;20

count + +;21

continue;22

end23

else24

if dONN (q, em) < dEU (q, em+1) then25

Pc ← Pc

⋃

em;26

count + +;27

countine;28

end29

else30

flagOfONN(em)← TRUE;31

insertAsONN(em);32

continue;33

end34

end35

else36

Remove(em);37

continue;38

end39

end40

end41

m + +;42

insertNextNeighbors();43

end44

return Pc;45
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P1

P2

B11

B12

B22

B21

P3

P4

P5

q

P7
P6

P9

P8

P19

P18

P10

P11

P12

P13
P14

P16

P15

P17

Fig. 7 kNN searching example

6 Experiments Evaluation

We conducted an extensive experimental evaluation in terms of the CPU time and
I/O cost with the proposed techniques called WithGrid and the methods utilized
in [1] based on the BF-kNN algorithm. We implemented the algorithm in C++ on
a Intel Core2 Pentium 1.80GHz CPU . We utilize two groups of data sets for the
experiments which are separately illustrated in Figure 8 and Figure 9. One group of
data set is ”Greek”(contains 24650 MBRs of ”rivers” and 23267 MBRs of ”roads”
in Greece). Another group of the data sets is ”Germany”( contains ”rrlines”(30674
MBRs of railway lines) and ”hypsogr”(76999 MBRs of hypsography data)). The
default R-tree node size is 2KB and the number of the nearest neighbors k is 3. We
set α = 1 for constructing the grid-partition index. The presented results are the
average values of 100 queries of points randomly selected from the data sets. And
in the BF-kNN method, data points and obstacles are indexed by two R-trees.
Default data points are respectively end points of rivers in Greek and hypsogr
in Germany, and obstacles are correspondingly roads in Greece and rrlines in
Germany. In this way, data objects and obstacles can be adjacently deployed into
the same geographical space and thus simulate our scenario. Note that our grid-
partition indexing and relative statistical information can be constructed off-line
and only the running cost is compared.

Effect of the value of k. Figure 10 and Figure 11 illustrate the CPU cost
and node access performance with regard to the value of k. In our experiments,
the value of k varies from 1 to 16. We observe that the total response time and
node access increase as the value of k increases. This is because a higher value
of k requires a lager search space and thus more computation time. Obviously, it
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(a) The rivers

(b) The roads

Fig. 8 The Real Datasets of Greece
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(a) The rrlines (b) The hypsogr

Fig. 9 The real datasets of Germany

can be observed compared to our method, the BF-kNN method is inefficient and
sensitive to the change of k. That is because BF-kNN method needs to access two
R-trees to retrieve points and obstacles and much more obstacle-avoiding distance
computation is incurred, which is quite time-consuming. While our method is
based on grid-partition index which records many pre-computed information.
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Fig. 10 CPU performance w.r.t. value of k
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Fig. 11 Node access performance w.r.t. value of k
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CPU Effect of the density of points. We study how the density of data
points affects the CPU performance by adjusting the number of data points in
a fixed space. Figure 12 shows as the density of points increases, the CPU time
decreases. That is because a larger density of points lead to a smaller ratio of
the obstacle number and the object number, which implies fewer obstacles exist
between the query point and its obstructed kNNs. And therefore, a small number
of obstructed distance computation is incurred. Note the second group of data set
has a smaller ratio of the obstacle number and the object number than the first
group of data set, so the running time is relatively reduced.
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Fig. 12 CPU performance w.r.t. number of points

Node Access Effect of the density of points. We evaluate the performance
of node access as the number of points changes. Figure 13 displays the number
of node accesses with regard to the number of points. A relatively larger number
of points results in a small number of node accesses. This is also because there
are averagely fewer obstacles near the query point. Our method is better than
the former BF-kNN method when the density of points changes, because we only
search points in the corresponding cells around the query point and several pruning
methods to filter irrelative points are adopted. Also, because the filter power of
BF-kNN methods will be quite limited with the increase of the obstacle number,
it is more sensitive to the ratio change of the obstacle number and the object
number.
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Fig. 13 Node accesses w.r.t. number of points

CPU Effect of the density of obstacles. Figure 14 shows how the density of
obstacles influences the CPU time. An observation is that the cost of CPU increases
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when the number of obstacles increases, because more obstacles are involved in
the computation of obstructed distance. Withgrids outperforms BF-kNN because
we only search points that are the neighbors of the points searched before and the
former method needs to search many MBRs that are not related to the query point.
Note that the obstructed distance computation is quite time-consuming when more
obstacles are involved, and thus BF-kNN will incur much higher running costs and
more sensitive to the change of the obstacle number.
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Fig. 14 CPU performance w.r.t. number of obstacles

Node Access Effect of the density of obstacles. We compare our With-
Grids method with the former BF-kNN method in term of the node access by
changing the density of obstacles. The result is shown in Figure 15. We observe
that more node accesses are required with the increase of obstacles because more
computation of the obstructed distance is incurred and fewer objects can be fil-
tered according to bound information. The BF-kNN method’s node access cost
is larger than ours’ because the former searches more points in the data points’
R-tree and obstacle points’ R-tree.
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Fig. 15 Node accesses w.r.t. number of obstacles

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an efficient kNN searching method in the obstructed
space. First, a new indexing scheme to reduce the number of possible data can-
didates is suggested for further efficient nearest neighbor filtering. By combining
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Voronoi diagram with grids, the query point and their possible neighbors can be
quickly retrieved. Furthermore, special pruning methods are adopted for the query
optimization leading to better run-time efficiency. The incremental kNN searching
framework is also discussed. We conduct extensive experimental studies to evaluate
our proposed algorithms. Experiments on two real data sets show the algorithm
outperforms the competitive approach and scales well with respect to the input
data size and the number of k.
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